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Abstract

Education plays an important and critical role globally in developing a skilled workforce. For many decades, the use of textbooks has been the traditional method of instruction; however, the emergence and implementation of teaching effectiveness assessment techniques has revealed that most students do not absorb the course content up to the expected level. As a result, many researchers have focused on advancing and improving the existing learning methods, as well as introducing and experimenting with new teaching styles. Unfortunately, researchers have been unable to agree on the effectiveness of the new teaching methods; consequently, they require further investigation. To address this problem, five innovative and effective teaching methods across all the engineering disciplines were selected (flipped classroom, gamification, design thinking/case study, self-learning, and social media), and in-depth content analyses of them were conducted. The advantages associated with each of the targeted new teaching method were explored, and data pertaining to teaching methods was identified and assessed. The results revealed that between the years of 2000 and 2017, the self-learning method and Social Media were researched and written about in journal articles significantly more often than other teaching methods. Most of the researchers distributed surveys/questionnaires to collect the data needed for the assessment of the adopted teaching techniques. It was concluded that adoption of Self-learning teaching method will improve research skills and thinking ability of learners. In addition, utilization of Social Media will increase effective communication among learners. The outcomes of this study have the potential to substantially help instructors, lecturers, and professors adopt the most effective teaching styles, based on their course learning objectives.

Introduction

Education is an important component of every society which could significantly contribute to a country’s economic growth. In an era where technology enhancements and innovations are in their prime, there are many opportunities for innovative learning and teaching methodologies. Traditional teaching methods were primarily based on a teacher explaining a topic of a textbook; students were not active participants in the class. New teaching methods, however, encourage the students to take an active role in the class to awaken their curiosity and creativity. McCarthy and Anderson (2000) conducted research to study, analyse, and compare the outcomes of students taught by traditional methods with those of students taught by the active learning methodology. The results of quizzes demonstrated that the students involved in active learning achieved higher scores than those who were taught by the traditional way. More studies are being conducted and several new methods are being introduced and applied experimentally to improve student productivity and output. In this respect, several methods have been introduced and utilized to measure the effectiveness of implemented educational methods.

Throughout the past two-decades, numerous researchers have attempted to identify a unique teaching method that will facilitate effective learning for all students. However, most researchers agree that there is no one teaching method which fits all different types of
students across all ages and races. Also, several researchers utilized various methods to assess the effectiveness of various teaching methods.

The researchers have introduced five new teaching methods: flipped classroom, gamification, design thinking, self-learning, and social media. The objective of this study was to conduct a comprehensive review of the five stated new teaching methods based on the existing literatures between 2000 and 2017 and perform in-depth analyses of their approaches. Three steps were taken to achieve these goals: (1) the distribution of the utilized teaching methods from 2000 to 2017 was identified, and (2) the implemented effectiveness assessment methods for the five identified teaching methods were determined for the past 17 years, and (3) identify the learning objectives associated with each stated teaching method. The results of this study will significantly address the potential challenges associated with learners and help instructors and professors select the most effective teaching methods based on the learning objectives for their courses.

**Research Methodology**

To fulfil the objectives of this study, more than 2,000 peer-reviewed journal articles, conference papers, dissertations, and research reports that focused on the five types of new teaching methods (flipped classroom, gamification, design thinking, social media, and self-learning) were identified and collected. The identified academic sources were published from 2000 to 2017. As the number of identified related journals was adequate and their publication is subject to a more rigorous review process than the other sources, the authors decided to solely focus on them. Among the collected journal articles, the authors conducted in-depth analyses for more than 150 journal papers and conference proceedings.

As shown in Figure 1, the journal articles were extracted primarily from the Google Scholar search engine. All of them were thoroughly reviewed, and essential information was taken from each of them, including the name of journal, the year of the study, and the type of teaching methodology. Some data analyses were performed after completing the data base. In the final step, the results were interpreted, and a conclusion was obtained.

Based on the U.S. Department of Education’s 2005 “Condition of Education” report, enrolment in colleges and universities will increase at a constant rate. Therefore, it is essential for instructors to identify an efficient method of instruction for engineering students, according to the course learning objectives. Most studies measure the effectiveness of a teaching method by the output of the students, and teachers are faced with deciding which method is most efficient for their class. The following comprehensive literature review of published journal articles for the following five non-traditional teaching methods attempts to provide data that will assist in making this decision.
Fig 1. Research methodology.

**Flipped Classroom**

Lage et al.\(^7\) (2000) explained that “Inverting the classroom means that events that have traditionally taken place inside the classroom now take place outside the classroom and vice versa.” What really happens in the flipped classroom teaching method is that the theoretical knowledge from lectures and course materials are posted online for the students to study at home\(^8\).

M.K. Kim et al.\(^9\) (2014) identified nine design principles for the flipped classroom, three of which were adopted and validated by Brame\(^10\) (2010): provide an opportunity for students to gain first exposure prior to class; offer incentives to students to prepare for class; develop a mechanism to assess student levels of understanding. The other six principles were to provide: clear connections between in-class and out-of-class activities; clearly defined and well-structured guidance; enough time for students to carry out the assignments; facilitation for building a learning community; prompt/adaptive feedback on individual or group works; and familiar and easy-to-access technologies.

Anderson et al.\(^11\) (2017) observed significant enhancement of students’ short-term performance within six weeks to six months of being taught by the flipped classroom method. In the study of Koo et al.\(^12\) (2016), pre-test and post-test results were utilized to evaluate the effectiveness of the method, and it was concluded that there was significant improvement in student performance and satisfaction, although a few students indicated a problem with the time requirement. Moravec et al.\(^13\) (2010) utilized the flipped class methodology and observed a 21% increase in student performance. Kostaris et al.\(^14\) (2017) observed that the flipped classroom teaching method impacts low, medium, and high performing groups. Their research also demonstrated that the lowest performing group benefitted the most from being more engaged and motivated.
The main concept of Design Thinking (2012) is helpful for postgraduate students who are willing to do a thesis. Although the students scored better in practical assignments, they performed poorly in written assignments and participated less in classroom activities, irrespective of being more motivated.

Gamification

Students’ interests in gaming and technology are at an all-time high and make this method of teaching very popular. It is effective, in part, because students learn without having to engage in the traditional learning process – they practically learn without even realizing it! Competition and scoring motivate and involve the students, and although scoring doesn’t affect the student learning, it motivates them to try hard. Huotari (2013) and Hamari (2012) defined gamification as a process of enhancing services with motivational affordances to invoke gameplay experiences and further behavioral outcomes. The main motivation is to improve the involvement of individuals and increase their interest, engagement, and efficiency. People who enjoy game-based learning only exhibit an increase in satisfaction, enjoyment, and relevance to the job. According to the study conducted by Michele D. Dickey (2007), there are elements within the design of multiple online role-playing games which foster intrinsic motivation while requiring players to think, plan, and act critically and strategically. Sung and Hwang (2013) studied learning attitudes, motivation, and self-efficacy and found improvement in all three areas, as well as student confidence, by using collaborative educational computer games with a repertory grid. A course study utilizing the game mechanics of points, badges, and a leaderboard done by postgraduate students showed more involvement in forum discussions, improved quality of group artefacts produced by participants, and increased motivation. Gamification increases motivation for learning which requires less previously acquired knowledge and, as a tool combined with other methodology, increases learning outcomes. It is not, however, fully dependable for learning outcomes.

Baldeon et al. (2015) used gamification to teach mathematics and increase students’ involvement by designing a game that required using fractions and answering questions to advance to another stage. Although the students scored better in practical assignments, they performed poorly in written assignments and participated less in classroom activities, irrespective of being more motivated.

Design Thinking (Case Study)

The main concept of design thinking is that students learn by being exposed to real-life problems or case analyses and using procedures like group interaction and brainstorming, as well as many others, to gain knowledge and enhance their critical thinking ability. Cases are selected for benefitting theoretical outcomes, and the relevant case is selected for a learning outcome. This method is also helpful for postgraduate students who are willing to do a thesis to gain in-depth knowledge. Graduate students can relate to their own experience, and undergraduate students can learn from seniors when using the case study approach. In this...
regard, Wang and Hannafin\textsuperscript{31} (2005) identified characteristics of design-based research and its importance for technology-enhanced learning and meeting future challenges.

Inna Popil\textsuperscript{32} (2011) observed that critical thinking was enhanced when case studies were used as teaching method. Based on his experimental results and an increase in student performance, Mayo\textsuperscript{33} (2004) presented that case-based instruction promotes critical thinking. A study conducted by Tiwari et al.\textsuperscript{34} (2006) concluded that problem-based learning results in a significant improvement in students’ critical thinking and active participation in the learning process. Korkmaz\textsuperscript{35} (2012) observed, from research on graduate students being exposed to case-based collaborative-learning methods, that pre-and-post case study assignments, role playing, and class discussions improved key delivery parameters, especially for design integration and team characteristics. The students were more interested, and the results obtained were better than those of the traditional method.

In a research based on a mechanical engineering course conducted by Yadav et al.\textsuperscript{36} (2014), it was found that students’ conceptual understanding was significantly higher when they learned from case-based instruction as compared to traditional lectures. Additionally, case studies promoted more engagement and connections to the real world. Students’ self-evaluations showed that they did not feel that case studies improved their learning; however, researchers later argued that student perceptions are not accurate predictors of actual learning outcomes. According to Chetan et al.\textsuperscript{37} (2008), design thinking results in improved critical and practical thinking, and facilitates higher levels of evaluation and analysis. Essay questions and viva-type questions were asked to determine how much in-depth knowledge had been attained. The authors explained that this method is time-consuming, and students dislike viva questions. Essay writing reveals the students’ in-depth knowledge, but it is difficult for the grader to grade. In a research study conducted by Kenneth Gavin\textsuperscript{38} (2011), a lecture was given to students in which three professors presented case studies. The students met weekly to present their work to the person who designed the problem and two other faculty members. An assessment was performed, and about 70\% of the students wanted to include the case study approach in other curriculums, and about 90\% felt that they gained knowledge from this curriculum.

**Self-Learning**

Learning for the sake of one’s own knowledge by conducting research, reading articles and books, or employing other platforms is termed as self-learning or self-directed learning. Everyone takes advantage of this methodology to some extent, and many well-known personalities, such as Marie Curie\textsuperscript{39} have been studied. Rodney Stewart\textsuperscript{40} (2007) conducted a study in which three factors of self-learning were evaluated: self-management, desire for learning, and self-control. It was concluded that the respondents had a strong desire for learning, and they were expected to complete the undergraduate program and gain work experience, Self-management had the lowest rating, indicating that the students had issues with planning and time management of their studies.

Rothwell and Sensenig\textsuperscript{41} (1999) mentioned some advantages of the self-learning teaching method, such as the opportunity to select one’s field of study and studying at your own pace, according to individual schedules. Students have the privilege of assessing their own performance, enabling them to rate themselves, figure out where they went wrong, and take the required steps to rectify their errors\textsuperscript{42}. Long and Guglielmino\textsuperscript{43} (2008) termed the learner as a thinker and creator of knowledge rather than as a passive individual who is dependent on others’ knowledge. The importance of self-directed learning has been put in three contexts:
(1) self-directed learning in the workplace, (2) self-directed learning for personal effectiveness and satisfaction, and (3) self-directed learning in formal learning settings. It was observed that with the application of the self-directed learning approach, students learn successfully and enjoy a feeling of satisfaction with both the course and the teaching approach\(^4^4\). Brookfield\(^4^5\) (2008) provided a critical reflection of self-directed learning, stating its inadequate theoretical base.

**Social Media**

Learning and teaching platforms are no longer limited to books and traditional lectures, as different types of social media tools, like blogs, twitter accounts, LinkedIn, etc., are being used by both students and professors. The use of social media platform in the field of education has always been a matter of debate, and there are many positives and negatives to consider. Facebook, wiki, twitter, blogs and other forms of social media are used, and advantages have been observed, such as the students engaging with content; peer learning; promotion of critical thinking; self-directed learning; self-monitoring of the learning progress, provision of a platform from which students can interact with lecturers; and an enjoyable and interactive learning environment\(^4^6\). Such an environment, with social aspects connected to studying and student life, equates with enhancing studies and providing a needed tool, especially for students in the early phase of studies in a new university\(^4^7\). In another study conducted by Baruah\(^4^8\) (2012), the impact of social media as a communication tool was discussed, as was the potential of social media as a tool for technology-enabled connections. It was concluded that Twitter is an easy tool for searching for needed content and learning of the latest innovations and/or news updates \(^4^9\).

In a comprehensive research conducted by Alasdair Blair\(^4^9\) (2014), 252 undergraduate students in business and management were encouraged to use Twitter for communicating with their tutor and each other during a 12-week course. Their involvement was evaluated, using a survey that considered the amount of Twitter usage and students’ attitudes and experiences. The data was analyzed using factor analyses, which revealed a single usage construct and three attitudinal factors. Three findings emerged: a positive correlation was found between the amount of Twitter usage and students’ organization of their social lives and sharing information; tweeting related to the course was not related to internal relationships between students and their tutor; and Twitter usage had no impact on class attendance.

In a study of a Facebook group for chemistry, students initially didn’t find it helpful for learning. When it was utilized actively for a period of two years, however, their views changed and they found it helpful for learning chemistry\(^5^0\). The Facebook group exhibited a higher level of technological self-efficacy, greater willingness to use the Facebook group, and higher learning motivation. According to the students, Facebook has become part of college students’ lives and provides a simple, convenient, easy, and user-friendly learning environment\(^5^1\).

**Results and Discussions**

Distribution of different types of collected data was identified by reviewing all the journal articles identified for this study. As shown in Figure 2, seven types of data collection were employed by authors of reviewed journal articles: exams, quizzes, interviews, case studies,
surveys/questionnaires, assignments, and instructor reflection. The distribution of surveys/questionnaires and results of exams were ranked first and second, with 44% and 20%, respectively. Many researchers preferred to use a structured survey to collect information, as it lends itself to collecting data from a large number of respondents, as well as facilitating ease in organizing the collected data.

![Distribution of data collection types](image)

**Fig 2. Distribution of data collection types.**

The percentage of each new teaching method employed was identified through reviewing the journal articles between 2000 and 2017. As shown in Figure 3, the results revealed that the percentages of self-learning and case study teaching methods were roughly 50% and 30%, respectively. The results highlighted that the self-learning method has become popular worldwide since the availability of free information on the internet. In addition, utilization of the case study method leads to an improvement in efficient communication skills and fosters cooperation among learners.

![Percentage of studied new teaching methods](image)

**Fig 3. Percentages of studied new teaching methods employed.**

The trends of new teaching methods reviewed in published journal articles between 2000 and 2017 were identified and analysed, as illustrated in Figure 4. It should be noted that a few
papers in our database were published before the year 2000; they were not included in the trend analyses of the present study. As is shown in Figure 3, research of the self-learning method has been very popular during the last seventeen years. Although a few studies were conducted from 2000 to 2004 in the area of utilizing social media as a teaching method, studies focusing on assessing the implementation of this method significantly increased after 2004. It was concluded that self-learning and social media were the two teaching methods which were the focus of most studies conducted between years 2000 and 2017.

![Graph showing the trend of new teaching methods over years 2000 – 2017.](image)

The learning objectives associated with each teaching method are listed in Table 1. As indicated in Table 1, implementation of Flipped Classroom teaching method drives learners to use many techniques such as discussion and class exercise during the class time. Therefore, this method would improve students’ participation in learning procedures. In addition, when Flipped classroom method is adopted, the learners were supported by instructors in class exercises and assignments and consequently, the effective communication between learners and instructor is increased.

As illustrated in Table 1, utilization of Gamification is an effective method for learning vocabulary. As this method implies the game elements such as points, reward is a key aspect of this teaching style. Therefore, adoption of Gamification would increase motivation of learners. As indicated in this table, utilization of Design Thinking teaching method could enhance creativity of learners. As a consequence, increasing creativity leads to improvement of analytical thinking, critical thinking, and solving ability of learners. Moreover, implementation of this teaching method would enhance problem solving skill of learners as it is inherently solution-based approach.

Adoption of Self-learning teaching method causes more involvement of students in conducting a self-evaluation of their current situation and study habits. Therefore, this method would help to improve research skills and thinking ability of learners. In addition, as indicated in Table 1, utilization of this teaching method is useful for learners who suffer from Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD). Implementation of Social Media teaching method will
increase effective communication skills among learners by performing team-building exercises. Team-building exercises could help learners sharpen both oral and written communication skills. Furthermore, adoption of this method is very beneficial for developing networking that is necessary for seeking a job and employment.

Table 1. Learning objectives associated with teaching methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching Methods</th>
<th>Learning Objectives</th>
<th>Research Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flipped Classroom</td>
<td>● increase communication between students and instructor</td>
<td>Bergman (2013)52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● improve student participation in learning procedure</td>
<td>Kostarlis (2017)53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamification</td>
<td>● develop interpersonal skills</td>
<td>Phillips (2015)54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● increase motivation</td>
<td>Sung (2013)55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● improve analytical thinking</td>
<td>Kayali (2013)56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● effective for learning vocabulary</td>
<td>Walsh (2014)57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Thinking (Case Study)</td>
<td>● influential way to portray something</td>
<td>Linder (1990)58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● improve problem solving ability</td>
<td>Henry (2005)59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● improve ability to apply theoretical knowledge in real life situation</td>
<td>Ching (2014)60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● improve analytical and critical thinking</td>
<td>Bonney (2015)61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Birgili (2015)62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Learning</td>
<td>● improve thinking ability</td>
<td>Kreber (1998)63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● improve research skills</td>
<td>Smith (2001)64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● improve social skills</td>
<td>Douglass (2014)65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● improve proficiency to use technological applications</td>
<td>Park (2009)66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● useful for Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) students</td>
<td>Mechling (2009)67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Media</td>
<td>● enhance engagement of students in learning procedure</td>
<td>Junco (2010)68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● improve communication skill</td>
<td>Junco (2010)68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● help in networking and preparing for employment</td>
<td>Hunga (2010)69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● help to stay updated with new information and technologies</td>
<td>Kiyunja (2014)70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mao (2014)71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

Many researchers are studying teaching and learning outcomes in an effort to maximize the outcomes while benefitting students. From journal articles between 2000 and 2017, this research selected five new and effective teaching methods (Flipped Classroom, Gamification, Design Thinking/Case Study, Self-Learning, and Social Media) that can be used across all engineering disciplines. The distribution of data collection types was identified and correlated to the five teaching methods. The results demonstrated that many studies have been conducted about self-learning teaching methods, as free data is accessible and available globally for everyone. Furthermore, it was concluded that many researchers prefer using surveys/questionnaires as a means of collecting data from a large number of respondents. The results demonstrated that adoption of Self-learning teaching method will improve research skills and thinking ability of learners. This study also concluded that utilization of Social Media teaching method will increase effective communication among learners. Selection of the most effective and appropriate teaching technique requires a lot of knowledge and involves a lot of factors. This study will help faculty members select the appropriate teaching methodology according to the course learning objectives to meet the students’ needs and concerns, benefitting both students and teachers.
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